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The Matrix² is a brand new IVR

Applications Generator developed
for MCCT’s MATRIX² IVR Platform.
Now the power to develop IVR applications is made much easier for the
customer. Create your own IVR Applications, Configure IVR ports, View the Real
Time Display of call activity, Administer
IVR systems, users and plans. Matrix²
IVR is a Linux based workhorse, with
a Windows™ front end. Applications
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MCCT and Telemark have
grown throughout the years, a
trusting win-win relationship
that is very important to my
company.
Alfonso Gonzalez,
Director General
Telemark Corporation
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EnGenius Technologies Inc,
manufacturer of the SN-900, SN920 Industrial Cordless Phones.
EnGenius Industrial Cordless
Phone Systems have more power
than most of the conventional
phones in the
marketplace.
This enables you to use the long
range cordless communication to
ensure you the Mobility and Clarity
that your Business needs.

With more than one million
power and environmental control
systems installed throughout more
than 100 countries, Liebert has
more ways
to protect
sensitive
electronics than anyone. Our power
protection line offers the broadest
range of solutions in the industry,
from surge protection and power
conditioning to Uninterruptible
Power Supplies in off-line, on-line
and line-interactive topologies.
The Powerware FERRUPS
UPS deliver unmatched reliability
in configurable
power protection
for computers
and telecommunications
equipment. Patented Ferro
resonant technology delivers
“bulletproof” power protection
and is ideal for banking and
security systems, manufacturing
process control, servers, and
telecommunications equipment.

Western
Telematic Inc. is
an industry leader
in designing,
manufacturing and marketing of
data connectivity solutions.
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